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A Proposal for Greenwich Peninsula
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Gas Holders.
Gas holders are highly evocative relics of a previous industrial age. These wondrous structures were necessary to hold the town gas
produced from coal in the days before natural gas. Their magnificent outlines of geometric shuts are a major landscape feature of
many British cities, a pat1 of our heritage which creates a powerful sense of place.

Projection & Lighting Technology.
Projection and high intensity lighting technology has made considerable advances over the last 20 years. The projection of brilliant
fine lines has become possible with scarming lasers that use computer controlled mirrors to create moving images, while high intensity
lamps have radically improved the flexibility and power of projection and surface lighting effects.

Basic Proposal for Light Shows
The basic proposal would be to create a landmark installation which could run laser lighting effects by day and show a variety of
effects by night. These images would be visible to a wide audience in the surrounding area, and it would be possible to create moving
light shows of truly spectacular proportions.
;.The Greenwich gas holder is ideally located on the edge of the Millennium Exhibition Site to be the first of many other gas holders
which would also be suitable. The necessary modifications to the gas holder could be made for relatively small sums of money, either
on a temporary or permanent basis. There need not be a total conversion or loss of the primary gas-holding function, as was the case
for the Athens gas holder which has become a theatre.
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Top Left
The skeleton frame of the gas holders could be covered with sheets of translucent material such as plastic to convert the
structure into a 360 screen upon which a huge variety of images could be projected from a central internal platform.
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Top Right
Bottom Left

This depicts the possibility of shadows produced from coloured masks surrounding coloured lights on the central platform.
This shows the kind of detailed effect that can be generated by stationary lasers operating on computer steerable mirrors.

Bottom Right
It would be possible using more a diffuse light source such a ring of high intensity lamps to generate subtly changing
colour effects, possible driven by weather and lighting conditions.
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Viewed from Greenwich Park

The Greenwich Gas Holder.
The Greenwich gas holder was built in 1886 by the charismatic George Livesey, and it was the largest in the world when built,
being over 90 metres in diameter and 60 metres high.
It broke new ground as the first four-lift holder, this innovation being
necessary because the marshy ground allowed a depth of only 15 metres for the tank under the holder.
With its progressive
engineering design, it is widely renowned as a trail-blazer which exemplifies best practice in the gas industry.
An application is
under consideration by the Department of National Heritage for it to receive statutory listing, which would give it the protection it
deserves as an outstanding example of our industrial heritage .
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Viewed/ram the AI02 (1\1)

A Greenwich Landmark.
The Millennium Exhibition site at Greenwich is overlooked by one of the largest and finest gas holders in the world. It occupies a
landmark position on the Peninsula which is impressive from all directions, but the spectacle would be an especially eye-catching
for those approaching on the river. It is also very visible to tens of thousands every day who drive along the A I02(M) Blackwall
Tunnel Approach.
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Viewed from Greenwich Pier

Advertising.
The scale of the screen and the power of the lighting technologies

makes possible advertising

on a scale and of an impact never seen

before.

Information
Different
by creating

Display and Giant World Clock.

sections of the screen could display information
a rotating

360

0

projection

of the world map.

of all sorts.

In particular

the whole cylinder could become a giant clock
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